Case Study: AftraZ: The Industry-Standard for AFTRA Reporting

R.B. Zack & Associates, Inc.
Record labels must pay the American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists (AFTRA) whenever a member makes a recording. Every few years
AFTRA and the industry hammer out a new contract. The record labels
need to calculate payments, track artist activity, and report activities in a
timely manner while complying with the nuances of the contract. In short,
the AFTRA payment process can be extremely time- and resource-intensive.
Challenge: Complex, Time-consuming AFTRA Payment Process

Developing an automated solution presented many challenges. First
the software needed to be adaptable to ever-changing contract rules.
The application had to streamline the entire AFTRA payment process
and integrate with each record label’s royalty payment system. The
software also had to produce hundreds or even thousands of AFTRAapproved
forms each period.

Results:

• Application is the industry
standard – in use by all major
studios
• Streamlined AFTRA payment
process
• Dramatic reduction of manual
administrative tasks
Technologies Used:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual Studio 2008
VB.NET
Crystal Reports
.NET Framework 3.5
SQL Server 2008
Adobe Photoshop

Solution: AftraZ Streamlines the Process, Integrates with
Payment Systems

Working closely with AFTRA and those who report to them, RBZ&A
developed the AftraZ software to:
• Maintain a list of AFTRA performers and earnings accounts
• Import earnings from the royalty system
• Identify missing earnings accounts
• Report earnings details
• Distribute earnings
• Calculate AFTRA contributions
• Produce Schedule C’s
• Submit payments electronically to AFTRA

For more information,
contact us today at
sales@rbza.com or
310.303.3320.

Users run the multi-user database software from their own PCs. Recording
labels can choose to use either an Oracle or SQL Server database.
RBZ&A developed and maintains the AFTRA payment calculation
and tracking software that all four major recording studios (WMG,
SONY/BMG, EMI, and UMG) have been successfully using for some
time now. The addition of e-File, the electronic reporting feature of
AftraZ, substantially reduces the processing time and paper trail of
ordinary reporting.
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